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Years ago, as young women in our twenties, my friend Julie Smith
and I began what would be a wonderful sojourn into the world of
tournament bridge. For almost a decade we traveled around British
Columbia, Washington and Alberta, attending every sectional we
could. Julie worked full time as a teacher and I was the mother of
two young daughters, but beyond those priorities, we devoted
every waking moment to our new-found passion.
The cartoons in this book are, for the most part, based on our
experiences during those years. In the late 70s, after the kids were
in bed, I would escape to my studio to work on perfecting a cartooning technique. Would my characters have big heads or little?
Should I do strips or cells? And how does one draw chairs around
a bridge table anyhow? Finally, I had enough drafts to seek a publisher. In 1982, Randy Baron of Devyn Press agreed to publish a
book of strips which I called Table Talk.
There was only ever one print run of the book, but I’ll never
forget the day I held it in my hands and realized that anything was
possible, even a book of cartoons where the characters play cards
sitting in mid-air.
Over the years, I continued to work on my technique. I
switched to a single cell format; I learned how to draw chairs; then
I learned how to draw hands. At each stage, upgraded equipment
(pens, paper and eventually the computer) let me improve my
drawings.
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This book is a collection of my favorite cartoons. You will find
the first book reprinted almost in its entirety, with no chairs added.
You will also find seventy or so single-cell cartoons which I drew
between 1982 and 2000. Many of them have appeared in the ACBL
Daily Bulletins, the ACBL Bridge Bulletin, the Daily Bridge
Calendar, Better Bridge Magazine, various books and other regional newsletters and magazines.
I would like to acknowledge the following people and sources
for their inspiration: Jim Unger, Charles Shulz and Gary Larson,
whose genius give me not only endless joy but also lots of good
ideas; Julie Smith, Don Ellison, Ian Glover, Joel Martineau, Phil Wood
and the many other real people who gave my characters such great
personalities; the ACBL Bridge Bulletin, which often supplied my
punch lines; Henry Francis, for being the first to believe in me;
Aidan Ballantyne, for his dry humor and one-liners; and finally, my
daughters, Sky and Jewel, who tolerated my many weekends away
from home, never complained and were always proud of their
mom.
And thank you, dear readers, for all the years of your laughter.

Jude Goodwin
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